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Abstract
The current largest open-source generic automatic speech recognition (ASR) system for Dutch, Kaldi NL, does not include
a domain-specific healthcare jargon in the lexicon. Commercial alternatives (e.g., Google ASR system) are also not suitable
for this purpose, not only because of the lexicon issue, but they do not safeguard privacy of sensitive data sufficiently and
reliably. These reasons motivate that just a small amount of medical staff employs speech technology in the Netherlands.
This paper proposes an innovative ASR training method developed within the Homo Medicinalis (HoMed) project. On the
semantic level it specifically targets automatic transcription of doctor-patient consultation recordings with a focus on the use
of medicines. In the first stage of HoMed, the Kaldi NL language model (LM) is fine-tuned with lists of Dutch medical terms
and transcriptions of Dutch online healthcare news bulletins. Despite the acoustic challenges and linguistic complexity of the
domain, we reduced the word error rate (WER) by 5.2%. The proposed method could be employed for ASR domain adaptation
to other domains with sensitive and special category data. These promising results allow us to apply this methodology on
highly sensitive audiovisual recordings of patient consultations at the Netherlands Institute for Health Services Research (Nivel).
Keywords: speech recognition, language modeling, domain adaptation, healthcare

1.
1.1.

Introduction

Background

Every year we encounter more than 15,000 hospital
admissions due to avoidable misuse of medicines in
the Netherlands (Erasmus MC, Nivel, Radboud UMC,
PHARMO, 2017). Often, this has to do with the patient’s unintentional improper use or low levels of adherence. Practical limitations and barriers are in the
foreground here, over which the patient has insufficient
control (van Dijk et al., 2016). For instance, they are
not good at reading, understanding (functionally illiterate), reproducing (forgetfulness, real cognition), and/or
accurately performing the prescribed usage. This might
result in rather diverse and inappropriate forms of use,
low levels of adherence and waste of scarce financial
resources (Maas et al., 2020).
In order to overcome these misunderstandings, we need
to better understand the explicit and implicit attribution
of meaning to medicines as part of the information processing. For that reason, effective and efficient transcriptions of doctor-patient interviews are indispensable. This, however, is a context with considerable
privacy-sensitive constraints.
Research on and use of sensitive data involving audio/video (AV) recordings requires an infrastructure
where both the data and the research environment are
optimal in terms of General Data Protection Regulation

(GDPR) safeguards. In the HoMed project1 we have
set out to establish a method and an infrastructure that
has great potential for automatic transcription of AVrecordings at large with a special feature for employment in domains where sensitive AV-material needs to
be transcribed and analyzed.
HoMed will develop an infrastructure in which an
existing generic Dutch automatic speech recognition (ASR) system, named Kaldi NL2 , used in the
CLARIAH (Media Suite) infrastructure3 , is adapted
to the medical/pharmaceutical domain on the semantic
level, using a domain adaptation component (language
model, LM). In the second stage, the ASR system will
be adapted on both the semantic and the acoustic level
using sensitive in-house data of the Netherlands Institute for Health Services Research (Nivel), whereby
the AV-recordings themselves will not leave the Nivel
building. The resulting ASR component will be made
available at Nivel and in the CLARIAH (Media Suite)
infrastructure.

1.2.

Speech Recognition in Healthcare

Most doctors and nurses spend an estimated 30% of the
working week on writing or typing patient notes and re1

https://homed.ruhosting.nl/
https://github.com/
opensource-spraakherkenning-nl/Kaldi_NL
3
https://www.clariah.nl/
https://mediasuite.clariah.nl/
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ports, which reduces their productivity (Luchies. et al.,
2018; Friedberg et al., 2014). Current ASR technology
constitutes a useful resource and offers a huge potential
for revolutionizing the healthcare domain (Latif et al.,
2021). Thus, through ASR technology, medical staff
can save time, spent on data-entry by voice-typing their
documentation on the go, and focus on patients more
(Payne et al., 2018; Walker et al., 2011). Besides, when
creating a medical record with the help of ASR, the
possibility that important information is omitted during
a patient visit is minimized (David et al., 2009; Fratzke
et al., 2014). Finally, ASR-based dialogue systems or
information retrieval systems, can increase the level of
patient engagement in their treatment process outside
the care facility (e.g., asking new questions or searching for more information after reading the complete
consultation with the practitioner) while being monitored (Debnath and Roy, 2019; Hossain, 2016), or interacting with virtual avatars (O’Connor, 2019).
Nowadays, only 1% of the medical staff uses speech
technology in the Netherlands (Luchies. et al., 2018),
and in most cases, commercial ASR engines, such as
Google ASR system, are not suitable for this infrastructure, since they neither contain the domain-specific
jargon nor safeguard the privacy of sensitive data sufficiently and reliably (Vipperla et al., 2020). Besides,
the current largest open-source generic ASR for Dutch,
Kaldi NL, does not include medical terms in its vocabulary set, which hampers the potential use of this ASR
system in the Dutch healthcare environment. The aim
of the present study is to discuss the results obtained
after fine-tuning the LM of Kaldi NL with healthcarerelated Dutch words, as part of the HoMed project.
In particular, we report on the word error rate (WER)
improvement obtained after following a specific ASR
training method in HoMed and the text error analysis
comparison between Kaldi NL and our proposed ASR
system’s output.

2.

Related Work

Current publicly available and commercial generic
ASR systems, which are trained on large amounts of
speech data, perform well on their generic training
domain. However, when applying ASR to domainspecific tasks, such as healthcare, the performance decreases substantially. It is reasonable to expect that
better performing LMs for domain-specific tasks which
include out-of-vocabulary (OOV) or infrequent words
will result in better performing systems for these particular tasks (Xu et al., 2018) and ASR algorithms and
clinical vocabulary will improve in the future, so that
natural languages can be understood by ASR systems
(Ajami, 2016).
Personalizing or fine-tuning LMs is a domain adaptation problem in which a LM that is trained on a large
background corpus is adapted to text from a specific
domain. In the literature, this technique has been applied to a variety of domains, such as adapting text

from medical consultations (Renato et al., 2019; Liu
et al., 2011) and automatically extract clinical meaning (Klann and Szolovits, 2009; Rajkomar et al., 2019).
Renato et al. (2019) reduced the WER by 2.4% when
using their fine-tuned ASR system for taking Spanish clinical notes in a mobile environment. Liu et al.
(2011) evaluated the Generic and Medical version of
the Nuance Dragon ASR system and the SRI Decipher
system on spoken clinical questions, obtaining a WER
of 68.1%, 67.4% and 41.5%, respectively. After finetuning the three ASR systems, the only system that improved significantly was the SRI one, with a WER of
26.7%. Klann and Szolovits (2009) reported on a WER
of 26.4% of a simple proof-of-concept English ASR
system for doctor-patient conversations. Rajkomar et
al. (2019) reported on a sensitivity of 67.7% to identify
symptoms and 80.6% to positive predict them with an
English ASR system and machine learning in doctorpatient conversations.
Language modeling has also been applied for adapting
text from news and the press (Mikolov et al., 2010),
aspect-based sentiment analysis (Howard and Ruder,
2018; Rietzler et al., 2019), children books (Hill et
al., 2016), and Wikipedia (Merity et al., 2016). Lin
et al. (2017) allowed the LM that was trained on the
source domain to continue training on the target domain to form personalized word vectors using specific
tokens per user for user prediction and sentence completion tasks. Domain adaptation has been also applied
for adapting one domain to another, such as adapting
between English newspaper sections (Jaech and Ostendorf, 2018) or YouTube video topics (Irie et al., 2018).
Scarce research on language modeling and domain
adaptation has been carried out in ASR for Dutch, even
less in the healthcare domain. Maas et al. (2020) reported their vision for automated medical reporting of
doctor-patient consultations in Dutch and the initial development of their state-of-the-art system for dialogue
transcriptions using Google ASR system and its privacy limitations. Van der Klis et al. (2020) assessed
the performance of an ASR system at extracting target
words from infant-directed speech and adult-directed
speech by using Kaldi NL. The results revealed the necessity to build customized LMs for children speech
due to the low level accuracy results obtained by using the generic vocabulary in the generic ASR system.
Neerincx and Luijk (2020) claimed future efforts at implementing social-speaking robots in healthcare in order to avoid healthcare professionals’ skepticism due to
lack of knowledge about what robots could offer.

3.
3.1.

Method

Dutch Healthcare-Related AV-Data

3.1.1. Context and Problem Setting
The development of an ASR system for doctor-patient
consultation recordings in Dutch is challenging due to
two main factors. First, there is no established collection of medical terms specific to such audio record-
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ings. Therefore, such a collection needs to be established. Second, the effectiveness of the ASR system
in comparison with the effectiveness of general ASR
systems needs to be tested, and therefore test material is required. The latter challenge is especially relevant given the privacy-sensitive nature of actual doctorpatient consultation recordings, which means such consultation recordings come with many use restrictions.
In this section we describe how we addressed these
challenges within the first stage of HoMed.
3.1.2. Data Collection
Doctor-patient consultation recordings have a number
of specific properties: 1) they contain conversational
speech between patients and medical experts; 2) the
acoustic quality of the material varies greatly and is often low; 3) specific medical terms and medicines are
mentioned in a particular way; 4) they are unscripted
and relatively unstructured. Due to the many challenges in terms of privacy of this material, it was not
yet possible to use it as test material: test transcripts
would need to be shared freely between the different researchers and institutional settings of this research context.
Alternatively, we employed two other sources of Dutch
healthcare data as training and testing material for our
new ASR system. First, for the expansion of the
standard lexicon with medical terms, we collected (licensed) lists of Dutch isolated medical terms from
the following institutions: Dutch College of General
Practitioners, Dutch Language Institute, Health Base,
International Council for Harmonization of Technical Requirements for Pharmaceuticals for Human Use,
Medicines Evaluation Board, National Health Care Institute, and Nictiz. These institutions provided us with
one or more documents with Dutch medical terms.
Many of the lists we received contained hierarchical
and defining relationships between the included terms.
These relations are seen as intellectual property of the
different institutions, and in most of the license agreements we agreed that we would only extract the unique
terms, not using the relationships between the terms.
Secondly, we used Medicijnjournaal4 (MJ), the online
periodic medicine news bulletin created by the Dutch
Institute for Rational Use of Medicine (IVM). These
around 10-minute online news bulletins consist of studio recordings, video footage with voice-over, and interviews with specialists and experts. Episodes generally contain around four longer items (approximately 2
minutes) and three to four short items (half a minute)
and cover new medicines, recent medical research results, news on side effects etc. The bulletins are mostly
scripted and primarily aimed at healthcare professionals. We transcribed 35 episodes of MJ (360 minutes)
dated from 2017 to 2021 (Radboud University, 2022).
When the MJ bulletins are compared to doctor-patient
4
https://www.medicijngebruik.nl/
fto-voorbereiding/medicijnjournaals

consultation recordings, the following differences are
relevant: 1) MJ contains no conversational speech but
merely scripted text or interview answers; 2) the acoustic quality of MJ is generally very good; and 3) there is
a high frequency of mentioned medical terms, albeit
not in the context of a doctor-patient dynamic. Although training the LM with these audio recordings enables us to work with a more domain-specific lexicon,
we will only be able to test other properties specific
to doctor-patient consultation recordings (the setting of
the consultation room) when we use that material for
training in the next stage of HoMed.
3.1.3. Data Preparation
Four native Dutch speakers manually corrected automatic speech transcripts of the MJ episodes. They employed the web service Automatic Speech Transcription of Dutch Speech Recordings 5 to create initial automatic speech transcripts, segmented in speaker turns
for each MJ episode. The transcripts were manually
corrected using the tool ASRcorrector using version
1.0 of the HoMed transcription protocol (see Section
3.1.4). The IVM provided us with the original production scripts of the news bulletins for this task. Each
corrected transcript was exported as a text file and
consequently processed with forced alignment in the
ForcedAlignment2 webservice6 .
Regarding the licensed lists of medical terms, we
worked in a two phase selection process, creating two
first versions of a medical Dutch lexicon: the full version and the downsized version. Compiling the extracted words of these relevant lists we received resulted in a full lexicon of approximately 400,000 words
(tokens). In this full lexicon, we included all extracted
unique words from lists actually containing medical
terms. We noted that the very large amount of highly
technical terms, such as pharmaceutical components
and many variations of similar terms specific to this
medical jargon, creates a potential challenge for ASR,
as this could paradoxically reduce the chance that correct terms will eventually be recognized due to higher
confusability. This might mean that a general ASR
system for the Dutch medical domain seemed to be a
bridge too far at this point: one can imagine that recordings of internal conversations between medical specialists, for instance, likely include more frequent use of
specific technical medical terms. We therefore needed
to make an informed selection of terms. The unique
words from this second, informed selection of lists became our downsized lexicon. In this selection process
the qualitative judgment was made on the basis of the
likelihood that medical terms are used in doctor-patient
consultations, as we work towards an ASR system of
this specific type of medical discourse.
5

https://webservices.cls.ru.nl/
oralhistory
6
https://webservices.cls.ru.nl/
forcedalignment2/
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3.1.4. Transcription Protocol
For the transcription of the MJ material, we adapted the
orthographic transcription protocol that was developed
to transcribe automatic speech transcripts of lectures
given in the context of the Universiteit van Nederland,
an online platform on which prominent Dutch scientists
give free lectures7 . This protocol was largely based
on the rules developed as part of the Corpus Gesproken Nederlands (CGN) project (Nederlandse Taalunie,
2004), in which around 900 hours of contemporary
spoken Dutch were recorded and transcribed (Goedertier et al., 2000; Oostdijk et al., 2002). It is a database
of Dutch as spoken by adults from the Netherlands and
Flanders. The goal of this project was to create a corpus that would form a plausible sample of contemporary Dutch as spoken in the Netherlands and Flanders.
In creating the corpus, the developers have attempted
to assemble it to optimally suit the needs of diverse
research disciplines and applications. Everything the
speakers say is literally transcribed as long as it can be
transcribed using existing Dutch words or deviations
that are common in written Dutch (e.g., ”’ns” as short
for ”eens” is accepted).
Transcribing the MJ bulletins highlighted a number of
issues specific to medical terminology. First of all,
medicines are often not pronounced fluently/correctly.
The existing protocol demands that only existing terms
are used in the transcription, which means the correct
term should be noted in the transcript. Transcribing a
mispronunciation would make it impossible to connect
the actually intended medical term to the point where
it was discussed in the news bulletin. Another issue
we came across is the use of digits in medical terms,
which is common in written Dutch. The protocol in
general asks the transcriber to write out any number
(e.g., the number 14 is transcribed as ”veertien”), but
using unconventional spelling to denote medical terms
that are already complex, would affect the searchability
of the eventual transcript. Anyone searching medical
recordings for ”SGLT2-remmers” (SGLT2 inhibitors),
for instance, would need to know that they need to write
”SGLT-twee-remmers”. We therefore opted to create
an exception for the transcription of digits in medical
terms, where we leave the digits when they are used in
written Dutch: ”SGLT2-remmers”. A last significant
issue with transcribing the bulletins is that for many
terms there are several common spellings. This can be
illustrated with the same term: one might come across
”SGLT-2-remmers” and ”SGLT2-remmers” in written
Dutch. We expanded the protocol accordingly, working
towards a tailor-made protocol for transcribing Dutch
medical domain audio recordings. In order to measure
the inter-rater reliability between the four transcribers
after following the protocol, we calculated the Cohen’s
Kappa score (Landis and Koch, 1977) and obtained an
almost perfect inter-agreement (97%).
7

nl

https://www.universiteitvannederland.

3.2.

Speech Recognition Setup

Kaldi is one of the most well-known open-source and
free toolkits for ASR research (Povey et al., 2011).
This state-of-the-art ASR framework is currently utilized by most research groups in almost any language,
including Dutch. One of its main features is that it
is modular, i.e., it combines a LM, an acoustic model
(AM), a lexicon and a word search algorithm (decoder).
The LM is typically based on statistical n-grams. They
consist in word sequences with some probabilities, taking into account the context of the words in sentences.
The AM covers the different acoustic speech sounds in
a particular language and associates these sounds with
phonetic representations. The lexicon or dictionary relates the LM and the AM by mapping the word symbols to their respective pronunciations. Words that do
not appear in the lexicon vocabulary (OOV words) cannot be recognized. Finally, when decoding, the most
likely sequence of words according to the LM, AM and
lexicon models are searched for. Nevertheless, searching for all the possible sequences sounds astonishingly
inefficient. Even when the n-gram LM is huge, the
amount of memory required to store the final models
may be too large. Fortunately, we can use, for instance,
the Viterbi algorithm, to find the best path in polynomial time (Arsadjaja and Kistijantoro, 2018).
Kaldi NL is an open-source ASR project that integrates
the CGN in a Kaldi ASR environment and reports
WER values of 7% for daily conversation in Dutch.
However, this general-purpose ASR system does not
perform well when decoding domain-specific healthcare words. In this manuscript, we report on the results obtained after fine-tuning the LM and lexicon of
Kaldi NL including domain-specific healthcare words,
as part of the initial proof-of-concept stage of HoMed.
Licensed lists of medical terms

HoMedV1 ASR system

Lexicon

Lexicon

LM

LM

AM

Kaldi NL ASR system (CGN)

Lexicon

LM

Medicijnjournaal material

Lexicon

LM

Word error rate
Lexical coverage
Error analysis

AM

HoMedV2 ASR system

Lexicon

LM

Test material

AM

Audio
files

Transcription
files

Figure 1: Steps of the HoMed ASR system development and evaluation.
Figure 1 shows the pipeline of the new HoMed ASR
system development and evaluation. From left to right,
we fine-tuned the CGN models (integrated in Kaldi NL
ASR system) by adapting the LM and lexicon with either just the licensed lists of medical terms (HoMedV1
ASR system) or the MJ material (HoMedV2 ASR system). Then, we carried out an ASR evaluation performance by comparing the decoding results offered by
the generic Kaldi NL ASR system with those obtained
by our own ASR configuration.
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In particular, the HoMedV1 and HoMedV2 ASR systems AM was trained under a time-delay neural network (tDNN) (Georgescu et al., 2019) using CGN’s
speech data for Dutch8 , as in Kaldi NL. We also explored different parameters for the LM training and
fine-tuning in our experiments. The best configuration
was to merge the generic 4-gram CGN’s LM with a
domain-specific 3-gram LM extracted from the training data by using interpolated Kneser-Ney smoothing
(Heafield et al., 2013) and an interpolation weight of
0.25. The Dutch phonetic transcription of the words
for the new lexicon was obtained by using a graphemeto-phoneme (G2P) tool9 .
Three ASR systems are evaluated in this study. That is,
the generic ASR system for Dutch, Kaldi NL, and two
fine-tuned versions of Kaldi NL, HoMedV1 (with lists
of Dutch isolated medical terms) and HoMedV2 (with
MJ material) ASR systems. The Kaldi NL lexicon contains approximately 255,000 tokens in the vocabulary,
whereas HoMedV1 and HoMedV2 extend this lexicon
by 13,934 and 5,342 words, respectively. Both finetuned ASR systems interpolate the Kaldi NL 4-gram
LM with a personalized 3-gram LM.
For testing the ASR systems, we employed the whole
MJ AV material (360 minutes of speech recordings and
47,912 transcribed words in 35 transcribed bulletins)
for Kaldi NL and HoMedV1 ASR systems. However,
for the evaluation of the HoMedV2 ASR system we
employed a 12-fold cross validation scheme (Bengio
and Grandvalet, 2004) to avoid overlapping between
the train and test datasets of the MJ material. We opted
to split the MJ dataset into 90%-10% for training and
testing. In each one of the 12 experimental runs we
tested 3 different bulletins (2 in the last test set) and the
remaining bulletins were included in the fined-tuned
LM.

3.3.

Instruments and Evaluation Metrics

We employed two different instruments and metrics to
evaluate the ASR system performance. First, we used
sclite10 , a tool for scoring and evaluating the output of
ASR systems, to obtain the WER, a measure of how
accurate an ASR system performs. It is calculated by
dividing the sum of word deletions, insertions and substitutions by the total number of words in the transcription. This value is expressed as a percentage. To standardize the texts, we changed the capitalization of text
to lowercase, removed all punctuation and changed all
numbers to their written form when comparing ASR
output and reference transcriptions. And secondly, we
calculated the lexical coverage (LC) by counting the
number of tokens in the testing transcriptions that are
included in the lexicon of the ASR system, by running
8

https://github.com/cristiantg/kaldi_
egs_CGN/tree/onPonyLand
9
https://github.com/cristiantg/
lexiconator
10
https://github.com/usnistgov/SCTK

a Python script11 . This value is also expressed as a percentage. LC relates to WER in terms of the minimum
WER possible value.
For the text error analysis between ASR output and reference transcriptions, we classified the words obtained
in the final sclite report into five categories: 1. Regular
spelling variant; 2. Compound word for which a white
space was missed or inserted; 3. Morphological error
(singular vs. plural in noun or verb tense); 4. Error
within lexicon (the correct word was in lexicon but not
recognized); and 5. OOV word.

4.
4.1.

Experimental Results

ASR System Performance

Table 1 reports on the ASR performance improvement
achieved by the HoMedV2 ASR system over the other
alternatives by testing the MJ material. In particular,
our proposed HoMedV2 ASR system outperforms the
generic Kaldi NL ASR system substantially, on average, by 5.2% lower WER value, and the HoMedV1
ASR system by 4.1% (Kaldi NL: WER = 25.8%, standard deviation (SD) = 4.0; HoMedV1: WER = 24.7%,
SD = 3.1; HoMedV2: WER = 20.6%, SD = 3.0).
ASR system
Kaldi NL
HoMedV1
HoMedV2

WER
25.8
24.7
20.6

LC
94.9
96.1
97.2

Table 1: Comparison of the ASR systems performance
By fine-tuning the LM with healthcare-related words,
we also increased the LC, therefore, reduced the
OVV rate, on average, by 2.3%, comparing HoMedV2
vs. Kaldi NL ASR systems, and 1.1%, comparing
HoMedV2 vs. HoMedV1 ASR systems (Kaldi NL: LC
= 94.9%, SD = 1.2; HoMedV1: LC = 96.1%, SD =
0.9; HoMedV2: LC = 97.2%, SD = 0.8). These results
corroborate the importance of not only adding domainrelated words to the lexicon, but the appropriate elaboration of the LM which such words.

4.2.

Error Analysis

In order to obtain a better understanding of the remaining errors we looked at the most frequent confusions
between the ASR output and reference transcriptions
of our best HoMed ASR system (V2) and the generic
Kaldi NL one. For this, we looked at the confusions
with a frequency of 5 and higher, and classified them
into the five categories described in Section 3.3. The
results are shown in Table 2.
Errors in categories 1-3 (Table 2) have no semantic
effect on the resulting transcript. Disregarding these
would lead to a WER of 24.5% for the Kaldi NL ASR
system and to a WER of 18.8% for the HoMedV2 ASR
system. A second observation is that the category 5
11
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Type of error
1. Spelling variant
2. Compound word
3. Morphological variant
4. Error within lexicon
5. OOV

Kaldi NL
457
158
21
598
286

HoMedV2
798
19
31
872
78

of the MJ bulletins.

6.

Table 2: Categorization of main ASR output confusions

The research funding for this study was supported by
the Platform Digitale Infrastructuur Social Science and
Humanities (PDI-SSH) 2020 (https://pdi-ssh.
nl/). The authors would also like to thank Sandra van
Dulmen for her valuable feedback.

7.
errors (OOV words) are substantially higher for the
Kaldi NL ASR system than for the HoMedV2 ASR
system, (directly related to the LC values reported on
Table 1), showing that the HoMedV2 ASR system is
better suited for the medical domain, as intended. This
is corroborated by the fact that the HoMedV2 ASR system deals much better with the compound words in the
test material. As a final observation we note that the errors within the lexicon (category 4) have substantially
increased for the HoMedV2 ASR system, demonstrating further room for improvement.

5.

Conclusion

We have demonstrated a substantial improvement in
recognition performance after fine-tuning a generic
ASR for Dutch, Kaldi NL, by expanding the lexicon
with a limited generic set of healthcare medical terms
and adapting the LM with these additional words and
with limited transcribed material from the MJ. In principle, this method is domain-independent, enabling implementation in domains other than healthcare, e.g., for
police reports, court recordings or the Dutch Immigration and Naturalization Service.
We can conclude that the resulting HoMedV2 ASR system WER scores substantially better (improvement of
5.2%) than the generic ASR system (Kaldi NL) in reducing the errors for OOV words and compounds, and
also than the other alternative, HoMedV1 ASR system
(improvement of 4.1%), with isolated Dutch medical
terms. This indicates the importance of contextual information for ASR in the healthcare domain. The resulting WER of around 20% is sufficient to use the
recognition output and time stamps for document retrieval based on keyword spotting, topic modeling and
sentiment mining, but the transcriptions are not yet of
sufficient quality for subtitling purposes or detailed text
analyses.
In our follow-up work we will focus on real doctorpatient consultation recordings, by making transcriptions of said recordings held at Nivel. In this process
we will work on an updated version of the HoMed transcription protocol. The transcripts will again be used to
expand and fine-tune the lexicon and the LM but also
to train new AMs.
Finally, we will share some of the resources that we
developed for building the HoMedV1 and HoMedV2
ASR systems. These include the manual transcriptions
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